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【PRESS RELEASE】 

 

The Temporal and Eternal - Ingeborg Annie Lindahl (Norway) & Kari Aasen (Norway) 

 

Curated by Bjørn Inge Follevaag (Norway) 

Co-curated by Wang Dong (China) 

Opening : April 27th, 2017 (Thursday) 16 : 00 – 18 : 00 

Duration : April 27th – May 28th, 2017 

Venue: No.54 Caochangdi (old airport road), Chaoyang District, Beijing 100015, China 

Amy Li Gallery is proud to present The Temporal and Eternal, a joint exhibition organized by Bjørn Inge 

Follevaag (Norway) and Wang Dong (China) between Ingeborg Annie Lindahl (Norway) and Kari Aasen 

(Norway). In line with the Gallery’s objective in creating an international art exchange platform with a 

wide range of academic and cultural perspectives, the project is as part of the 2017 International Cultural 

Exchange event and has gained support from The Royal Norwegian Embassy. 

Bjørn Inge Follevaag is a freelance curator who for many years has worked with international art 

exchange; especially with Asia. He worked under Foundation 3,14 for 15 years (1991-2006) and as the 

Artistic Director for KABUSO Art Museum during 2012-2013. He curated international projects with the 

esteemed Chinese critic and curator Feng Boyi and Wang Dong. Through this exhibition, Follevaag want to 

rediscovered and find a new ability of the exploration of landscapes in the West and China. 

Both the Western and Chinese tradition in art typically shows grand panoramas of imaginary landscapes. 

A major contrast between landscape painting in the West and East is its position in the Hierarchy of 

Genres. In the West, it occupied a low position in the accepted art hierarchy; whereas it was the most 

prestigious form of visual art in China. This exhibition with Norwegian artists, Ingeborg Annie Lindahl 

and Kari Aasen, are born from the realization that art may serve a purpose without compromising its 

independent ideals. The two artists’ landscape artworks embody and express their minds and hearts. The 

Gallery tastefully selected Lindahl and Aasen to participate in this curatorial concept. They will be 

bringing along several exciting pieces in different forms, size and composition to the Gallery, and assemble 

a creative installation on-site. 
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Ingeborg Annie Lindahl mainly works site-specific in several mediums. Lindahl’s large scale 

chalk-drawings and installations are generally regarded as her most significant form of art. She has used 

chalk in several different shapes: marble, plaster and pigment. She explores the contradiction between 

romanticizing the saving of a landscape while actively pursuing a destruction of it. By depicting the 

eternal mountains and landscapes in temporal chalk, which can be destroyed by the use of a wet sponge, 

she makes the eternal temporal. Unfortunately, due to her personal circumstances she cannot perform in 

gallery. To make up for the loss, she created two large sizes of artworks for this exhibition. One of the 

largest sizes of the artwork is 200 x 900 cm. A video will be played in the gallery to present how Lindahl 

explores the relationship between art and space in her creation, and it will be interactive with the 

audiences.  

Kari Aasen, another participating artist, brings over 6000 piece of small ceramics to this show and will 

create her artworks in the gallery. “Nature by nature” may suitably describe Kari Aasen’s recent works. 

She takes natural decaying materials and dried plants dipped in porcelain to create installations for 

exhibit spaces. For many years her formal language has been distinctly organic with references to 

mammals, seaweed or flowers. Her installations of decaying garden refuse dipped in porcelain transforms 

the temporal to a fossilized eternal.  

The concept of this exhibition is to make us aware - as a human being, what kind of rule we play in this 

world. Like Follevaag mentioned “Our existence on this planet is temporary, but what we leave behind has 

lasting consequences, and my claim is that we are beginning to take notice of this in spite of all the 

dividing elements our respective cultures represent.” In this exhibition, we would like to bring different 

culture of people in this rapidly changing world via artworks from Lindahl and Aasen.  

The exhibition will last until 28th May 2017. 

 

 

 

更多展览信息请致电来函。 

媒体联系人: 苏云 +86 10 64340616 /＋86 18513264668 

邮箱：media@amyligallery.com  /  QQ：1563071208 
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